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CHAIRMANS WELCOME
With another two PPL passes in
the past week alone, Fife Airport
and Tayside Aviation are well on
their way to a record year for
PPL and NPPL passes – probably
a third up on the past best year.
This is a testimony to the hard work

 Meet The Members Interviews

Experience Flights and Aerobatic
taster flights – all in the face of a
fairly strong northerly wind that
made some of the take-offs and
landings “interesting”! to say the
least.
The Open Day was a great success
– we counted more than 350 cars
through the gates (and had to

AWARDS

PPL
David Dye
Steven Russell
Alistair Shaw
Kris Shields
FIRST SOLO
Peter Shandley
Congratulations to you all!
(let the editor know if there are
any omissions)

Inside:

put in by the Instructors at Fife –
who are amongst the most
dedicated we’ve had to the cause
of getting “bums on seats” and
flying students. Their hard work
and sheer determination at the
Open Day on 19th June was in
evidence as most of the other
aircraft in the UK stayed put on the
ground, and over 50 folk flew with
the Fife Instructors on Air

extend the temporary car park
twice!). My mad tomfoolery
falling out of a plane (see article
inside) raised £750 for the
Leonard Cheshire Disability
Charity, and we will be donating
£250 to the Rachel House Hospice
for children as well – and the Club
was still able to put a tidy surplus
into Club funds which we will be
turning into a
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Summer Mini-Ball Saturday
25TH September 2010
The Summer Mini-Ball will be held in the Tipsy Nipper Saturday 25th Sept 2010 7.00pm for
7.30pm. Disco, Scottish Country Dancing, 3-course buffet-style hot meal, Grand Raffle (£15 per
head) An opportunity to dance, eat, drink and chat the evening away. Contact Julia (01592
753792) at the Tipsy Nipper or leave a post on the forum asap so we can plan for numbers.

7/8
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UPCOMING DIARY DATES
Just a selection of upcoming event from the FFC events
calendar, see forum for more.

16 September

Club Night: Night Flying Talk

24 September

FFC Fly-Out: Carlisle

25 September

Summer Mini-Ball: Battle of Britain
70th Anniversary Theme - an opportunity to dance, eat, drink and
chat the evening away

09/10 October

Overnight Fly-Out: Inverness

21 October

Club Night: (tbc)

30 October

Buddy Day - how many types can
you fly in?

FLYING ADVENTRUES IN TASMAINIA
By Alex Vesco
In November last year, my
wife Melanie and I, and
my two little boys Louis
and Nathan (Boo) went to
visit good friends of ours
in Hobart, principle city of
Tasmania. Amongst the
various accoutrements
pertaining to travelling
with small children (an
assortment of teddies;
Calpol; nappies; dum-

mies; wipes; clothes; bibs;
travel cots; etc; etc) I had
decided to bring my PPL
licence in the hope of securing at least one flight
in the Southern hemisphere. Besides the stunning scenery and the reliably good weather, I
have to confess, that I was
oddly intrigued to see if
the compass would, in
fact, reverse its accelera-

CONTRIBUTIONS WELCOME
The committee are always
keen to receive comments,
suggestions and valid criticisms so that we can make
sure we properly represent a
consensus view from club
members. Everything we do is
aimed at promoting and improving the club and we can't do it alone so
please email Alan at
chairman@fifeflyingclub.co.uk. Also if you
have any articles for the newsletter please
send
them to Garrick via the
website at
www.fifeflyingclub.co.uk.

tion and turning charac- a training C172 which I
teristics in the Southern noted had a great scuff
hemisphere.
mark on the underside of
The JAR PPL (A) allows the its tail; the result of an
holder to fly in various over‐exuberant flare, I
countries including the was told. The climate in
US; Canada; and the coun- Tasmania is starkly differtries of Europe but unfor- ent from the mainland
tunately, unless one com- Australia, with more templetes a ream of paper- perate weather, not unlike
w o r k
thicker
than the
Yellow
Pages of
Lo n do n
a n d
m o r e
c o m p l e x
and
bureaucratic
than a tax returns form, Scotland really. Since our
then you have to fly with arrival in Tasmania it had
an instructor if you are to been overcast and cold
fly at all in the antipodes. with drizzle, the ever
Unlike the fabled Moham- prominent Mount Wellingmed, I gave the mountain ton, its peaks and high
of paperwork a body radio mast dramatically
swerve and opted for the shrouded in cloud.
instructor.
For some reason it never
The Aero Club of South- ceases to amaze me when
ern Tasmania was one of a forecasted day of good
several flying clubs / weather materialises! And
schools on the
here on the
island. Austra- . . . completes a ream day of our
lia mainland of paperwork thicker flight was a
and Tasmania
gorgeously
have literally than the Yellow Pages w a r m
and
hundreds of
sunny day with
of London . . .
flying schools
clear
skies
offering instruction and albeit with fairly brisk
sightseeing trips. One winds (more on this later)
interesting concept I which were Sirocco‐like in
noted in the Melbourne their warmth. Our friends
area was that of a “flying Chrissie and Jay were ensafari” where PPL’s and tertaining our kids for the
their passengers could morning so off we set for
rent aircraft (or indeed the Tasmanian Aero Club!
use one’s own aircraft) My wife and I arrived at
and join an organised the club a good forty‐five
convoy of aircraft to ex- minutes prior to the allotplore the North West ted time to go over the
wastelands of Australia preliminaries and study
under the expert guid- the route recommended
ance of an experienced by our instructor Sam
lead.
Merlo. Sam suggested
I had booked a day based flying over to Maria Island
on the weather forecast a where we would land on a
couple of days ahead. The grass “runway” and then
aircraft I would fly in was r o u t e continued on p6.
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continued from p1. new ELB, and

two new lifejackets (our old ones
having time expired).
The second Curry Night went well
with 15 attending (we would have
had more but the bad weather
kept our Tayside Flying Club

. . . over 50 folk flew
with the Fife
Instructors on Air
Experience and
Aerobatic taster
flights . . .

EDITOR’S FAVORITES: VICKERS VC10
The fastest crossing of the Atlantic London to New York, by a jet airThe full story of all that happened
in Newtownards may never be
told for fear of reprisals, court
cases and the like, but watch out
for the edited versions in the next
Newsletter.

colleagues grounded at Dundee).
On the third attempt, the fly-out to
Newtownards in Northern Ireland
made it in glorious weather on the
14th of August. Six
aircraft from Fife (GBKUE, G-FIFE, G-TAYS,
G-BURD, G-BBTH and G
-CDVD) and two from
Kirknewton (G-WIFE
and N2231F). Apart
from the somewhat hit
and miss air traffic
control at Newtownards
with no-one on the
Tower when G-BKUE
arrived, we all got
there safely and we all Open Day: Demand out-stripped supply!
got home safely on
what must have been one of the
The Summer Ball has been moved
best weekends of the Summer.
to the 25th of September in the
After a fantastic meal with great
hope we’ll drum up a bit more
hospitality from the folk in the
interest – drop Julia a line and tell
Strangford Arms Hotel we were all her you’re coming – it should be a
deafened by the 100dB-plus disco
great night and a good excuse to
while we downed a few beers.
catch up on the gossip from all the
The only disconcerting sight of the Club activities over the Summer!
whole trip was getting used to Tim
Humphrey in civvie clothes –
Alan Laing
some of us assumed he slept in
alandi@globalnet.co.uk
uniform….

liner, a record still held in
2009 for a sub-sonic airliner.
Unique engine configuration
(apart from Soviet copy).
High noise levels on departure and approach as well as
high fuel consumption sealed
its fate. Redundant commercial VC10s converted into airto-air refuelling tankers and
operated by RAF. 15 examples of the VC10 remain in
active service with the Royal
Air Force, all of which are to
be retired by around 2015.

Have you got your FFC badge
yet? Only £1.50 for members,
£2 for visitors. Ask Julia for
one.

F IFE D ESCEND O N N EWTONARDS - Watch out for fly-out report in next issue
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I AWOKE EARLY . . . WITH THE WOOD PIDGEONS
By Roger Archer
To fly into Leuchars is a rare occasion. This day had been planned
for a couple of months, prebooking the syndicate aircraft way
back in June. Sneaky I know, but as
I said, this is a rare opportunity for
’Runway Baggers’.
Early that morning from where I
stay in Glenrothes I watched, with
cup of tea in hand, as the summit of
Largo Law disappeared. Was it the
steam on my glasses from the hot
tea, no, it was the weather about to
scupper the venture, it signified a
cloud base less than 900 feet amsl.
The journey to Fife Airfield showed
no improvement weather wise.
At Fife several disconsolate looking
crews, with the same intent, were
gathered outside the Greenhouse
in the drizzle that had further
dampened their enthusiasm. The
smokers, already knee high in
cigarette butts, found it increasingly difficult to light their next

. . . uncle Tim
would have had
palpitations . . .
comforter. Alex had again agreed
to be co-pilot for the journey and
with memories of our trip to Cumbernauld, in similar conditions
flashing through his mind, was preparing himself.
Our given 0900 arrival slot was fast
approaching, so I suggested a
weather check sortie in G-BITF and
requested a volunteer, who would
come up with me, to step forward.
Willie appeared to take the step, or
it may have been the others took
one huge step backwards. Aloft,
Bass Rock was tantalizingly visible
to the south east. To the north it was

apparent the weather was intent to
thwart our day. Poor visibility,
cloud base 500 feet QFE.
When we returned to Fife, Alan and
crew had decided to attempt a low
level approach into Leuchars,( not
above 400 feet QNH). However this
would require them negotiating the
road works abeam ‘Tescos,’ Cupar
West and the series of traffic light
controls between ‘Aldi’ and the
park in Cupar and potential traffic
queing through the Guardbridge
zone.
Leuchars had extended arrival
times for everyone, so with a slight
improvement in the weather just
before 10-00 there was a mad
scramble to get airborne. Uncle
Tim would have had palpitations,
seriously and rightly so he does
worry about our safety. Optimism
boosted by the fact Leuchars had
declared good visibility and that
aircraft had arrived from Dundee,
Perth and Inverness !!!. The wind-

able.
Landing long onto 2588 metres of
runway in order to avoid the Arrester Cables, my excuse and I’ll
stick with it, meant we over shot the
required first exit point and so had
to taxi the full length to achieve the
next one. Such that by the time we
were parked, we had spent more
time taxiing than flying to the
event.
EGQL 10-35. Whoopee I’ve bagged
Leuchars.
As we signed in, the cloud engulfed the horizon in all directions,
soliciting a wry smile from Alan. No
problem, as most of the Fife crews
could use their Bus-Passes to get
back to Fife if the weather did not
improve.
The day comprised;- Sign-in pay £5
fee; view various static displays
including some very comprehensive survival gear for Tornado F3’s
[to which Karen Simpson took a
great deal of interest. Probably the
reason the MP’s followed her
around so closely]; Bar-B-Q; two

The Runway Baggers:
G-BITF
G-BNOF
G-BURD
G-TAYS
G-FIFE
Reg.unknown

Cessna 152
PA 28
Cessna172
Cessna152
Cessna152
Renault Alan

sock just favoured 25, but we all
decided 07 would be best option in
order to avoid the notorious Kinglassie Triangle and the lady with
the shotgun, should a low level circuit be necessary.
VFR at 1200 feet QNH and with
some cloud dodging, heading 360
degrees meant the runway should
be to our right; confirmed by
Leuchars Approach as10 miles to
our right. Circumnavigating an
apron of cloud, that extended well
down below
our
present
level, revealed the
welcoming
expanse of
tarmac we
desired,
a l m o s t
bathed in
sunshi ne.
Unbeliev-

Alex Smith/Roger Archer
Brian Wooldridge/Shona Wooldridge
Barry Knott/ Jim Miller
Willie Temple/Bill Dryborough
Karen Simpson/Mark Pendlebury
Laing/Archie Laing/David Mackay

presentations-“Leuchars Role” and
“Human Factors”(This went on
about how the ‘system’ can cause
us to make mistakes, design faults,
workload etc. Failure to report incidents that were risky, preparation
of craft and crew. Interesting, especially when the guy sat next me, a
micro light
pilot, admitted to
briefly falling asleep whilst flying
!!!?!!) ; Bar-B-Q; another presentation- “Leuchars Reorganisation and
New Fleet”; Leuchars artefacts museum; Bar-B-Q; a coach trip to Radar and ATC before returning for a
final visit to the Bar-B-Q in the sunshine that now bathed the airfield.
Entertained fed and educated all
for a fiver we decided to set off for
Fife, with Alex bagging the homeward leg.
Our thanks to Flight Lieutenant Pete
Barker and all those who
helped to make an enlightening and entertaining day.
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ON FINAL AT 10,000 FT!
By Alan Laing
It seemed like a good idea in December 2009 – ‘I know, we’ll see if
the Club Chairman can do a sponsored tandem skydive for charity at
the Open Day on the 19th June.’
It seemed like a good idea all the
way up to the day itself, when I
found myself sitting in G-OSSA, Skydive St. Andrews’ Cessna 206, facing backwards, looking out of a 4foot square hole in the fuselage
where the door was supposed to be,
with a very large bloke strapped to
my back.
This latter point was particularly not
something I would normally enjoy,
but since he had the only means of
saving both my life and his strapped
to his back, I was happy to have him
along on this occasion.
As we departed Fife on runway 07, I
had the weird experience of watching an approach to runway 25 unfold
in reverse as we climbed up over
the Police Station and then flew
downwind. The view backwards out
of a C-206 is quite impressive as the
rear windows are almost as big as
the main windscreen.
As we climbed – for the best part of
25 minutes – I had lots of time to
reflect on how I had got here (my
stupidity and big mouth featured in
these ruminations) and also to admire the ever-changing view. Passing over the Lomonds heading
north, we were still climbing
through 2,000 feet and everything
was familiar. The hills had shape –
height and form. The clouds were

in their rightful place – way above
us. It was warm, but draughty with

that open door. The pilot seemed to
be enjoying making all his turns to
the right so that every time we
turned there was nothing at all below me except that
gaping,
open
door…..
There was a 20year old lass with
a not her
b l oke
strapped to her
back on my left,
but they were sitting where the
right-hand
front
seat should be so
they had the luxury
of a wall between
them and the everincreasing
drop
out of the door.
We passed south of
Errol and by this
time the view was
expanding
even
more – I could see
way beyond Torness clearly to the
south. As we came back over the
Lomonds they had shrunk – they

. . . my vision
tunneled a bit,
because of the goggles
over my specs . . .
were flat and almost unrecognisable, and I guessed we were
around 8,000 feet by this time. The
clouds were now much closer – so
close, in fact, that we passed
through them on the way up and the
temperature dropped noticeably. The sun was still
shining and the whole of
Fife was now laid out below
us, green and gold fields
basking in the sunshine.
The view from that height
was simply awesome.
I
could see we were approaching Fife Airport from
the north, slightly offset to
the east and I knew that
once we were level with the
field we would turn north
again and head into wind,
and this mad bloke on my
back was going to expect
me to get out of the plane.
Sure enough, at about 9,000
feet we went through the drill of me

getting even more tightly attached
to him. All the time I could see the
view out of the door – by now, the
best part of two miles of fresh air
between me and
the ground.
We turned, then
came the instruction to shuffle
over to the door.
The pilot throttled
back a bit. This is
where I must have
gone on autopilot
– I suspect I could
not have consciously
done
what I know I
did… We sat on
the edge of the
door, out in the
80mph slipstream
from the prop and
forward motion of
the plane.
Me
and my feet hanging out over the void, attached to
the skydiver. I then had to consciously hook my feet up under the
aeroplane until my heels touched
the underside of the fuselage. I
then had to tilt my head back and
look up, arms crossed over my
chest. Then – we simply fell forward and I knew we are plummeting earthward at a heck of a rate.
Imagine sticking your head fully
out of a car window whilst doing
70mph on a motorway. Now imagine doing it at 160mph – for that’s
the speed reached by tandem skydivers. The wind noise is phenomenal. My vision tunnelled a bit,
because of the goggles over my
specs and all I could see was this
housing estate that I could not identify. It was getting big very, very
quickly and just as I was thinking it
was getting a bit too big, I was
thrown forward, up, down, sideway….? Not sure which, and everything went quiet and I was hanging in space 5,000 feet above the
farm just to the north of the airfield.
The housing estate, I later realised
whilst in the TB9, was a bit of Leslie,
north of the field. The strong northerly wind on the 19th meant we’d
jumped about 3 miles north of the
field.
Hanging under the parachute was
fairly scary from a mile up – I
moved to relieve a bit of pressure
on my legs and
continued on p7.
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MEET THE MEMBERS
FIVE MINUTE INTERVIEW
David Dye

First flight (Passenger): Beagle Pup, 5
Years old, Dad had PPL.
First flight (At controls): Moto-Glider,
17 Years old
Favourite Aircraft: Lancaster Bomber.
Favourite holiday destination: Ibiza.
Which animal would you like to be?
Cheetah, live life in the fast lane!
Favourite sport: Skiing.
Logged hours: 45.
Actor to play your life story: Jim
Carey.
Favourite film: Apocalypse Now.
Joke: Where does Captain Scarlett
keep his buccaneers . . . On his
buccing-head!
Favourite cuisine: Chinese.
Best airline flown: British Airways.
Dream dinner guests: Jim Carey,
Cheryl Cole.
Dream car: Aston Martin DB9.
Favourite book/author: Chicken
Hawk, Robert Mason.
Birth place: Dundee.
Favourite song/band artist: Bruce
Springsteen

which is controlled by the very
close by Hobart International,
the main airport for arrivals and
departures to Southern Tasmania. The runways are orientated
14/32 with a 2900’ asphalt runway and 09/27 at a much larger
3661’. The aerodrome elevation
is 67’ above sea level.
I was asked to perform the ‘A’
checks on the C‐172 while Sam,
booked us out with Hobart by
phone. Now all strapped in;
harnesses and hatches secured,
I taxied out to runway 14. I
noted with some interest and
bewilderment that the windsocks positioned at either end
of the runway were pointing
almost in opposite directions! I
pointed this out to Sam who was
unperturbed by this and informed me that such were the
idiosyncrasies of the wind at
this particular neck of the
woods. QNH 1003. Wind
180/26. Brisk crosswind then!!
No pressure (well you know
what I mean).
We lined up with 10 degree of
flaps (club policy... no idea why
on a 2900’ runway???) and commenced the roll. The C‐172
seemed to lift off by itself at an
unbelievably slow speed... it

By Greg Logan
continued from p2. back

to Cambridge airfield along the coast. We
were advised to overfly the grass
runway prior to landing for reconnaissance and to scare the kangaroo’s and hill walkers away! He was
joking about the ‘roos of course as
there aren’t any on the island.
After studying the planned route, the
local RT, departure and inbound procedures were discussed. These were
broadly familiar with any other controlled airfield you may have flown
from. The Aero Club of Tasmania
operates from Cambridge airfield

FIFE FLYING CLUB

Supporting the long-term survival and
growth of General Aviation for the
mutual benefit of the Fife area and its
surrounding communities

caught me unawares as I wasn’t
expecting anything aerodynamic until the ASI began to
register. But here we were
floating off the ground more
like a gyrocopter than a heavy
(ish) SEP. I got it together and
levelled off at 1000’ before recommencing a climb to 2600’ to

give me a reasonable MSA for
the thickly pine tree covered
hills which lay between Hobart
and the coast and Maria Island.
The wind was fairly brisk and
the turbulence over the hills
was significant. I thought that
Mel, sitting in the back, would
be a little concerned but she
reported that she was OK and
was happily snapping away on
the camera. We were told to
look out for basking sharks and
dolphins as well as other aircraft...not that I was expecting
to see any basking sharks in my
12 o’clock! We didn’t see either
in the pristine blue beneath us
either... never mind...I was flying in the antipodes and that
was a thrill.

. . . lift off by itself
at an unbelievably
low speed. . .
Figure 6 Pilot almost in command. Missus in back then Sam
to my right...probably in that
order... I was just steering.
The old adage says that even
the best of pilots leave their
brains on the ground once
they’re aloft and this, of course,
had happened to me. Even
while I was doing my FREDA
checks I
completely
forgot to
check the
characteristics of
the compass in the
Southern
hemisphere. So
I cannot
wax lyrical on
such
events.
We coasted out from Stapleton
beach on the east coast of Tasmania and headed for Maria
Island which lay at the end of a
promontory from the mainland.
Cruise descent to 1000’ on the
QNH gave us about 500’ agl to
look for the runway. The instructor was continued on p8.
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continued from p5. s l i p p e d
downwards about 2mm – enough
to remind me I was still 5,000 feet
up in the air.
I had a shot of the toggles and we
pirouetted around for a bit, then
Ian asked me to practice pulling
my legs up – the Skydiver has to
land on his feet – if the tandem
person on the front lands first the
skydiver just keeps on going and
can break an ankle. So at 2,000
feet I had to grab both knees and
hold my feet as high as I could.
This practised we positioned for
a landing near the apron at Fife
so that the Open Day crowds
could get a good view of my
landing. We were warned that a
misjudged landing could result in
a bump and we arrived with a bit
of a crash on the most padded
and densest part of my anatomy
(not my head, the other end) in
an somewhat ungainly stance.
Initially I though I might have
shattered a few vertebrae but
the pain passed quickly and
there was no damage.
The whole experience seemed
to last only 10 seconds, but we
were in the air for over 30 minutes, with 5 of these coming
down from 10,000 feet. I haven’t
yet been able to absorb it all. It
is a very unnatural thing to do –
somewhere in human evolution
we developed the survival instinct that says it is very wrong to
want to get out of a perfectly serviceable plane at altitude….
It was however, a fantastic experience and one I would recommend that everyone try – at least
once. Would I do it again –
maybe. I’d like a chance to be
able to take in a bit more than I
did the first time around but the
more I think about that shuffle
over to the door the more I cannot understand why I didn’t just
grab onto the nearest solid object and refuse to go anywhere
near that door. Skydive St. Andrews did the Flying Club proud
by donating the jump – which
raised £750 for the Leonard
Cheshire Disability Charity, and
by donating a second jump as a
raffle prize, (the raffle monies
also went to the LC charity).
Thanks to Sandy and to Ian
… for all their help on the
day.

COMMITTEE MEETING REPORT
At the Club Committee meeting on 26th August, Bob Purvis, June
Hepburn and Jim Watt, Directors of Tayside Aviation Ltd and
Fife Airport Ltd, attended to update the Committee on plans for
Fife Airport.
A new building will be erected for Tayside Aviation next to the
Tipsy Nipper and this will become the base for the flying school
and flying activities in general. The radio and other operational
facilities may be moved into this – this will be decided as work
progresses.
Fife Airport Ltd are looking to develop the industrial unit activities at Fife but these will all be concentrated on the south side and
western end of the airfield – the hangars at the eastern end will
remain exclusively for the use aircraft both Tayside and privately
owned. The door on hangar 4 will be fixed or replaced and the
additional capacity in the hangars will be available hopefully to
attract some more aircraft to Fife.
New Club Items
The Club are abou
t to purchase a nu
mber of useful items (see ex
ample below) w
hi
ch
to members for a
are available
nominal hire char
ge.

Electronic Locator Beacon
The FAST FIND is fully waterproof and provided in a flotation pocket. It
transmits two signals simultaneously, one to the subscription free
global 406 MHz satellite system. The other (121.5MHz) is a homing
signal designed to speed up the local recovery response process.
Once activated, FAST
FIND’s signals will continue
to transmit for at least 24
hours, and at a powerful 5
watt output, the 406 MHz
transmission ensures that a
call for help gets through
whatever the conditions.
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continued from p6. not giving
too much away at my request as I
wanted to handle as much as I
could of the flight independently.
Well... I spotted the runway,
which was demarcated only by
four perimeter cones on a squarish field which would have been
the obvious choice for a forced
landing, but only because it
sported a bedraggled wind sock
somewhere in the middle of the
field . I continued with a low level
circuit and re‐lined up with a short
final based on the lively wind sock
direction. I hasten to add that this
was probably my 2nd ever grass
landing and this field looked as
lumpy as anything. I made sure to
bleed as much speed off as safely
possible and kept the nose high
during the flare and touchdown. I
am pleased to report that Sam
looked reasonably relaxed and
only twitched once or twice. The
Cessna 172 touched down and
rumbled to a halt in a fairly short
distance. I was very pleased with
myself as I taxied back to the
threshold and commenced the
shut down procedure. Sam suggested not to bother shutting
down as the clock would be running and this would end up costing me much more than I had intended to pay for the short pleasure trip. This highlights one of the
benefits of being in a syndicate.
Lining up again at the end of the
field (I’m more inclined to call it a
field than a runway . . . have you
ever been to Gigha?...tufts, ruts
and clumps included; this was
similar) I selected 10 degrees of
flap; stood on the brakes; advanced the throttle; control column full back and let the brakes
go. Off we rattled and rumbled
across the field and in no time at
all we lifted off into the relatively
smoother medium of air. No
sooner than the VSI registered a
positive rate of climb, we were
out over the sea and commencing
a climbing turn at 600’ over the
sea back to Wellington. Once
again I selected 2600’ as a safe
cruising altitude although we
were routing back to the airfield

MEET THE MEMBERSFIVE MINUTE INTERVIEW Kenny Macdonald
When was your first flight? (Passenger): Spain, Iberia, Aged 19, DC9 (At controls): Cessna 152, July 2009.
What is your favourite aircraft? Spitfire.
What is your favourite holiday destination? Lake Garda.
Which animal would you like to be? Elephant but working on weight.
What is your favourite sport? Karate.
How many hours do you have in your logbook? 65.
Who would play you in the Hollywood version of your life story? Jack Frost (David
Jason).
What is your favourite film? Top Gun.
What is your favourite food? Pasta.
Joke: Waiter, waiter, there's volcanic ash in my soup . . . Yes sir, it's a no fly
zone.
What is the best airline you have flown with? British Airways.
Who would be your two dream dinner guests? Stelios (EasyJet owner), Michael
McIntyre.
If money was no object what would your dream car be? Happy with my Volvo.
What was your worst job? Cleaner (at age 16)
What is your favourite book/author: Dan Brown.
Where were you born? Glasgow.
What is your favourite band. Simple Minds.
via the coast so I probably could
have safely selected a lower altitude but I like height on my side.
The other benefit of
this was to be able to spot the airfield from farther afield and get
ready for the rejoin. Hobart approach instructed us to join base
leg for runway 32 (the opposite
direction from our take off.... remember the conflicting wind
socks!!!) and that we were number
two behind another club Cessna
172. Sam, sensing my slight anxiety at not having spotted the runway yet, helpfully pointed out the
airfield in my two o’clock.
I descended to circuit height and
joined base; pre landing checks
completed. I sensed that the wind
was behaving strangely again as I
turned final as the ASI was swinging over a 20kt range despite a
constant pitch angle. I glanced at
Sam who was seemingly completely unconcerned. Wind shear
was a permanent feature at this
airfield. The two wind socks were
doing their own thing as before
and offered me no real clue as to
what the wind was doing on the
runway but perhaps accounted for
the varying approach speeds. As

we approached the threshold all
settled down and I touched down at
about 55kias. I was happy with that
as I really thought I was going to be
floating the length of the 2900’ if I
approached any faster. Taxiing
back, I felt the flight was over all too
quickly but I was elated (as always)
to have completed another sortie.
My log book was stamped as P2
1:12 in total and I shook hands with
Sam who told me that he enjoyed
the flight. My wife was equally
thrilled with the experience and I
think appreciated at least a little of
‘what all the fuss was about’.

Regular readers will recall a
‘Meet The Members Five
Minute Interview in the
April edition which featured
Brian Walledge
who's first
flight was in a
Dehaviland
Dominie . Well
we managed to
get a snap of
the camera shy
Brian.

eNews The Newsletter is generally issued every two months. To ensure noone misses out members are encouraged to ‘sign-up’ to receive
timely updates on up and coming events. To do this go to the Fife Flying Club
website, click on ‘mailing list’ (it’s on the left hand side) and follow the instructions.

